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Aurora Information Systems is proud to announce the development
of MyFoodPro, a standalone VB.NET application that will allow many
users to utilize FoodPro without requiring HostAccess.
Early in the of FoodPro by Aurora, a decision was made that all major programming would be done with Visual Basic. At that time, it
was a significant leap forward in technology as many of the programs were still “host-based”, meaning that they could only be run
within HostAccess. That decision has allowed us to move forward
with creating this new UI and lay the groundwork for future enhancements.
MyFoodPro has been developed as a portal to launch VB and
VB.NET (window-based) FoodPro programs (e.g. Service Needs, Recipe Batcher, Location Cost
Summary). For many users, this portal will more than suffice as their gateway to FoodPro because it will emulate a user’s FoodPro Toolbar using Toolbar Mode. Alternatively, it can display all of the programs available to a user via Desktop or Tablet Mode. The available program options will be based on each user’s Menu Privilege Level as defined in the User Profiles
program. In terms of program access, MyFoodPro will be sensitive to changes in privileges as
they are updated (e.g. Activate/Deactivate, Lockout Mode, and User Profiles).
The program features a
number of options that allow the user to interact with
it based on their own preferences. At launch, some of
these features will include:
Always on Top, Minimize on
(Program) Launch, Desktop
Mode, Tablet Mode, Toolbar
Mode (Horizontal or Vertical), and Show Tile Images.
In future releases, we intend on adding even more
functionality (and more extensive image libraries).
Finally, MyFoodPro is not a
complete replacement for
HostAccess since it can only
be used to run VB/VB.NET
programs. Therefore, anyone that uses “host-based”
programs (e.g. Weekly
Startup), will still need to access FoodPro using HostAccess.
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MAINTAIN NUTRIENT DATABASE
This program has been rewritten in VB.NET and offers a few new features for users. The most obvious benefit is that the program is now presented in a more accessible window-based format which offers a number of features that are common to
FoodPro VB.NET programs: Print, Print Preview, and Keyword Search. The Print/Preview options are accessible from the File
Menu, while a Keyword Search can be invoked by entering a (Partial) Name in the NDB Number field.
Another new feature is that users can now optionally enter values as % of Daily Values as opposed to only being able to enter
values in real numbers. This will be a great benefit for adding/maintaining custom NDB’s for branded products where the
actual values are not provided on the product label.
The last major feature addition is the ability to generate a “Where Used” Report. This report will display all of the inventory
items that the selected NDB is linked to. Users can choose to Print or Preview the generated report.

WAREHOUSE MODULE
Transaction Log Report
A new option is available for the Transaction Log Report.
When a user selects Inventory Adjustment as the Transaction Type, they can choose to filter the report based on the
type of adjustment: Breakage, Spoilage, Inventory Adjustment, Theft, Other, or All.
Location Cost Summary
This report has been converted to a VB.NET program which
has allowed several new features to be added. Users can
now generate a report for any Cost Period defined as well
as create a consolidated report across multiple periods. As
with other VB.NET programs, enhanced printing and exporting capabilities are available to be utilized.

SERVICE NEEDS MAINTENANCE
This program has been updated with a couple of new features in this release.
The first change has to do with the behavior of the program
when it is opened. When a user opens Service Needs outside of the Forecasting process, the program will open to
“Today’s” date. This will help users manage their last minute menu changes more effectively.
We have also enhanced the Recipe Batching Options. Users can now select to Show Allergens or switch the AP/EP
columns from AP|EP to EP|AP.
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M I S C E L L A N O U S U P DAT E S
Calendar Maintenance
The Menu Grid Name will now be displayed when using the
dropdown list.
Inventory Count Sheet and Book
Users (with appropriate user privileges) can choose to show
their Beginning Inventory Count and the primary UPC Code.
Service Records
Additional blank lines can added to the bottom of the printed Service Record (as defined per location per department).
Contact Aurora to enable this feature.
Menu Multiple Changes
When this program is used, the User ID and Date will also
for each menu will also be updated.
Global Inventory
There are two minor updates for this program in this release. The first is that the date/time/user is only updated
when a change is actually made (and saved). The next is
that after a save, the active field (where the “focus” is
placed) will now be the item number field.
Menu Maintenance
We’ve added some new deletion features in this release.
After one or more recipes have been selected, you can use
Ctrl-D to delete them. Also, now located under the File
Menu is an option to delete multiple menus. In order to do
so, there must not be any menus open (or the option will be
greyed out).
Inventory Analysis

GLOBAL RECIPE
Subassembly < 1
Subassemblies can now be added to Global Recipes in
amounts less than 1 (e.g. .25 oz). Production Recipes and
the Recipe Batcher have been updated to accommodate
these calculations. However, it is still strongly recommended
that users should write recipes based on the actual
(production) batch size instead of writing a recipe for 1 portion and scaling it up 50 or 100 times (or more). When a
recipe is scaled, it has no regard for flavor strength, consistency, or even cooking methods. A mathematical calculation can be made for scaling, but it will not account for the
“intangibles” inherent in recipe development and production.
Scale Pictures Option
The Scale Picture Option (Tools Menu -> Options -> General
Tab), forces Recipe Images into a 4:3 Aspect Ratio that fits
the program window.
Delete a WebCode from Multiple Recipes
The Populate Lists utility can now be used to delete a WebCode from multiple recipes. Select multiple recipes via a
Master List or an ad hoc list created within the utility, select
the Delete option under the WebCode section, then enter the
desired WebCode. Click Process to delete the WebCodes,
verify the updated recipes by reviewing the Confirmation Report (under the File Menu).

M E N U I T EM C O S T S U M M A RY
The Menu Item Cost Summary has been converted to a
VB.NET program.

Users will now be able to see a more accurate deviation
when the beginning and ending counts use decimal quantities. The resulting calculation will display a deviation using
a decimal, even if it is less than 1.
Receiving Report
The updated Receiving Report enables users to select more
than one Order Group. This is especially useful for operations that have split their prime vendor into multiple order
groups, yet they are all on the same delivery schedule,
Top Purchase Report
There is now an Option to display quantities in Recipe Units.
The benefit of this is to be able evaluate the results of the
report using a common unit, instead of displaying multiple
purchase units.
Menus on the Web Mobile Device Website
After filters have been selected by a user, those selections
will remain when switching between locations.

All of the standard features that make the Menu Item Cost
Summary an excellent tool are still available, with a new addition as well. User can now select to sort the output in Ascending or Descending order.
The report can be previewed, printed, and/or exported based
on the user’s preferences.
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CAT E RING SAL E S OFF ICE
Introduced just over 10 years ago, the Catering Sales Module provided
operations with a more comprehensive solution for their day-to-day
needs. The overall product was sufficient, but with it’s dependence on
Microsoft Exchange® and Outlook®, it required ongoing maintenance
and updates as Microsoft updated their products. Therefore, we decided in early 2015, that we would convert the Catering Sales Module
from utilizing Microsoft’s products to our own internally created infrastructure. After months of development and then beta testing, in December 2015, the product went “live” at the University of Northern
Iowa.
The new Catering Sales Module can be run as a standalone program
and does not require a typical
FoodPro installation unless the
user has to access non-catering
programs. The UI for the program
has been influenced by other
modern tile-based desktops and
provides users with a more intuitive interface to locate and interact with individual programs. In
terms of infrastructure, the module requires an SQL database for
the Calendar Scheduling functions.
We’ve enhanced both the Event
(formerly Catering Calendar) and
Contact Forms with new fields
and features. For example, an
event can now be copied from 1 date to multiple
dates in one action. We also now allow each operation to add (and name) up to 9 separate Event
Timeline fields that can be used on Document
Templates. Categories and Event Colors have
been separated once again, which allows for
more diversified filters and views.
Users can add attachments (.doc,.pdf, etc) to
events by “dragging and dropping” (or copying/
pasting) them onto the Attachments Tab. We’ve
also added a few options to the Reports Tab: users can generate documents as Word documents, .pdf’s, or simply print them to their Windows default printer.
The room scheduling function has been revamped and users can create their own Event Rooms (Rooms Manager) and
manage the schedules for each of them (Rooms Calendar). Multiple Event Rooms can be added to events as well, if
required.
The upgrade process to the new module will include a conversion process of all existing data to a short-term test environment. This will allow catering users to learn the new software without affecting their live data as well as ensuring
the that there are no issues with the new SQL database and data files. After the acclimation period, Aurora will work
the catering staff to schedule a “go live” date, where a second data conversion will be processed and the connections
to Outlook and Exchange will be removed.
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T E C H NO L O G Y U P DAT E S
For operations still using our standard web pages, .ASP’s will no longer be distributed with
new releases. The conversion to ASP.NET for your organization’s Menu on the Web website began with FoodPro 2.7 and will continue with this release. If your conversion has not
already occurred, please contact Aurora to schedule it at your convenience. The upgrade
may require additional software upgrades, therefore they will be handled on a client-byclient basis.

1873 Route 70 East
Suite 2J
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
Phone: 856-596-4180
Fax: 856-596-4181
E-mail: aurora@foodpro.com

ONSITE
TRAINING
Onsite training is one of the
ways that your staff makes
the most out of FoodPro.

As a reminder, whenever a new Food Processor Database version is released, please contact Aurora Information Systems to check to see if we have tested it internally and validated it against the FoodPro version that you have installed in your operation.
A number of FoodPro clients have updated their FoodPro Servers this past year, and several of them have had Windows Server 2012 installed as the operating system. From a
practical standpoint, we have not been made aware of any performance issues within UniVerse. Therefore, if your operation is planning for a server migration this year, be aware
that Windows Server 2012 is compatible with both UniVerse and FoodPro.

I N V E N T O R Y I M P O R T I N T E R FA C E

Sessions are tailored to your
operation, using your data.
Great for veteran staff and
new hires alike.

The Inventory Item Import Interface is a new enhancement available to our FoodPro clients to purchase. The purpose of the interface is to import data from an external file to
create FoodPro Inventory Items. The interface has been designed to use a “standard” file
based on our specification. The preliminary data import will allow a user to ‘View and Approve” what items actually get imported and created. This allows users to process imported data in batches.

Contact Aurora Information
Systems for date availability!

This interface can also be used to updated pre-existing items by using Vendor Order Numbers as the common link.
Some features of the program include: Set Starting Inventory Number, Define (or Change)
Default Cost Categories, Order Groups, and Storage Areas for locations, Update Item
Name Tool,

CONSIDER ADDING FOODPRO MODULES
The FoodPro System is a robust and modular system designed to meet the needs of Food Service Operations. Over the
years Aurora Information Systems has developed a number of optional enhancements that enables operations to customfit FoodPro to their business.
Aurora will work with each client to install and test the new module and provide ongoing
support as needed. Aurora Information Systems also prides itself on providing custom software solutions for our customers as their needs change and evolve. Contact us today to see how we can provide a solution to your situation!

AVAILABLE ENHANCEMENT MODULES:


Catering Sales Office Module



EDI Invoicing Interface



Nutritive Analysis



Commissary Production Module






FoodPro on the Go!



Vendor Bid & Orders Interface



Guiding Stars Nutrition Interface
Custom Labels (Barcode and Point-ofService)
Label Data Export Interface



Transfer Interface



Menu Data SQL Export Module



POS Interface & Sales Reporting



Waste Tracking and Reporting Module



Accounts Payable Interface



Inventory Import Module



Web Catering Module



Menus on the Web
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